
RECEPTION   $1150

Up to 5 hours Professional DJ/MC

Well Seasoned Professional DJ/MC with top notch mixing

DJ Facade (Sleek Black Dj Cover Stand that looks great in back

round pictures)

Superior Audio Sound (Sub Woofers if needed)

Spectacular Dance Floor Lighting (Moving Heads, Wash Lights,

Lasers, Black Lights and more)

Fog Machine 

Mirror Ball 

Wireless Microphones for Toasts

Access to your personal online planning tools for music playlists

and timeline creators

Any custom music edits

Unlimited Consolations

$100 each additional hour 

      skills & crowd interaction

CEREMONY/COCKTAIL/RECEPTION    $1450

Up to 2 Hours for the Ceremony/Cocktail 

Portable Speaker System 

Wireless Microphones or Lapel Mic for Officiant

Custom Music Playlists for Ceremony/Cocktail

No set up or break down costs

(Includes everything above plus the following)

No minimum hours

Entire Light Show Plus Full Uplighting Package

Your wedding on Mp3 (Recap) Made and given to you the night of

your wedding!

Includes Wedding Sparklers  

Bubble Machine

(Includes everything above plus the following)

Your Wedding On Mp3
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 10 Uplights     $150 
20 Uplights     $200

 

UPLIGHTING PACKAGES 

"Sparklers"
 

Sparkler Packages

Wedding
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The Recap $200 

Starting at $100 

$1850

Bubble Packages
Starting at $50 

$200-300 Typically a beginning DJ, most likely a part-time hobbyist.
$400-600 More Experience than the Beginners, but most likely a part-time
DJ. $1,000 - $2,500 Most experienced professionally trained, full-time DJ.
Now you should base your budget on what kind of experience you want at
your wedding Ceremony/Reception.



WHAT TO EXPECT 
When chosing a Dj is key to pay attention to Details.

From the Color of our tie, to the placement of the

speakers for cleaner photos to 

With over 30 years of experience, the #1 thing that remains most important are the Details Details Details! From
the color of tie we wear to match your wedding colors, to the precise audio and lighting calibration, to the best song
selections to mirror the crowd energy... We are very thero and when working with us you will have a personal
experience and be in direct communication with your DJ/MC ensuring no details are lost. You will have access to your
personal Online Music Planner where you will be able to select music, decide on the order of events, and a multitude
of other planning tools. We love to hear your story and how it all began for you and your partner! This helps us get to
get to know you better so we can start creating a vision and expectation for your memorable day. 

On the day of your wedding, we arrive 1-2 hours before the scheduled start time at no extra cost. This allows us to
dial in the sound and program all the lighting. We introduce ourselves to all the event vendors and coordinate with
everyone to make sure everything runs smoothly. Our dress style is modern contemporary and if requested, Formal
Attire. 

Your DJ/Mc/Lighting Specialist is key to a successful wedding and we guarantee complete satisfaction. We guide
and help lead all the important aspects of your wedding day. With experience performing all over the world at some
of the Biggest Club Scenes, Festivals and Radio, means you should expect a unique style of combining Turntablism
with smooth seamless beat-mixing in a creative stylized artistic approach. Our 30 Years in the wedding industry gives
us the expertise to crowd read and fuse all the best songs at the perfect time into one consistent music journey!

High End Powered Speakers and Subwoofers. We offer top of the line equipment for any settings small to large. 
 We are very mindful of speaker placement for audio efficiency as well as so they are not in back round photos ect.

Elegant Dance-Floor Lighting  - We offer a wide array of lighting from Sleek elegant (No Dots, Lasers or Lines that
show up in photos...) to super colorful Club style lighting. We program all lights so they are not aimed directly at
guests or obstructing their view. 

Super Sleek Black or White DJ Facade that blends in well for photos. You wont see any laptop stands, cables, or
gear that can be unphotogenic. 

Insurance, we provide professional liability insurance, required by most venues. 

Back Up Music Equipment - We always keep a duplicate of speakers, mixers, microphones, and the one the thing
that keeps the party going... MUSIC! 
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SHUTTER SPEED
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